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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Rise in water vendors affects sales
Increasing demand for flavoured water amongst health aware consumers.
Changing lifestyles to boost category sales.

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

High taxation and cost of living to hit sales
E-commerce to continue appealing to the middle class.
Increase in urbanisation to drive growth post-COVID-19
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Consumer health awareness pushing manufacturers to innovate
Coca-Cola unveils new brand platform and philosophy in Kenya
BIDCO Africa launches Planet Tangawizi

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Store-based retailers to remain dominant despite growth of e-commerce
Cola remains the most consumed carbonates flavour
Lifestyle changes to spur category growth
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Manufacturers turning to healthier production due to consumer health awareness
Powdered concentrates more popular than liquid concentrates
Increasing disposable incomes set to facilitate market growth

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Decline due to consumer health consciousness
Brands continue to reach out to consumers using influencers.
Steady category growth post-COVID-19
Concentrates Conversions

Summary 2 - Concentrates Conversion Factors for Ready-to-Drink (RTD) Format
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
BIDCO launches immunity boosting fruit juice.
Peptang maker entices Kenyans with bottled dawa.
Decline in sales for Ceres maker as it recalls apple juice over high levels of toxins

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Increased taxation and inflation stunting growth of the manufacturing sector
Shift to fresh natural juice dampening category growth of packaged juices.
Brands targeting consumers through online promotions
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Monster Energy launches a national consumer promotion to boost sales.
Increased demand post COVID-19
Azam maintains popularity among low-income consumers as Red Bull appeals to the middle class

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Growing demand for energy drinks creating potential for manufacturers
Consumer lifestyle changes expected to drive category growth
Demand to be driven by younger generations
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